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Published by Travel Bug Guides, "Top 20 Rome" is the essential Rome travel guide.Inside Travel

Bug Guides "Top 20 Rome":-Rome's top 20 attractions, listed in order of importance (so you can cut

to the chase, and see what you MUST see before you leave Rome). -Essential historical information

and background information about each of the top 20 attractions (so you can truly understand the

importance of each attraction).-Full-color photos for each of the attractions (so you can see what

you're visiting before you arrive)-Maps showing the location of each attraction (the maps are easy to

use and will ensure that you save time)-Opening hours and contact information for each attraction

(to make sure you visit at the RIGHT time)-The convenient "order of importance" structure ensures

that you'll know exactly which attractions you need to see first-Insider Tips to ensure you get more

value from every single attractionWhat Other People Are Saying5 Stars: Ã¢â‚¬Å“Fantastic travel

guide. I strongly recommend this book to all travellers to Rome.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬â€œ Anne 5 Stars:

Ã¢â‚¬Å“Very easy to read and great value for money!Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬â€œ J.L Vethencourt.5 Stars:

Ã¢â‚¬Å“I like the fact that this guide gets straight to the point. ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s consumable, and

delivers on itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s promise of listing the most important tourist attractions in RomeÃ¢â‚¬Â•

Ã¢â‚¬â€œ Janice Ling4 Stars: Ã¢â‚¬Å“The Ã¢â‚¬Å“ready-made Rome itineraryÃ¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬â€œ

David ChristensenThe Ultimate Rome Travel GuideThis Rome visitors' guide is written for people

who want a simple, uncomplicated guide to getting the best out of Rome. Whether you're visiting

Rome for a day or two, or are planning an extended trip, Travel Bug's Top 20 Rome travel guide is

the perfect starting point. With detailed and concise information about the best attractions, and the

top 20 Rome attractions listed in order of importance, you'll know exactly where to start your

tour.Every attraction listed in this Rome Travel Guide has essential background information, color

photos, maps, and important contact information. Not only that, but you'll also know the best time to

visit each attraction.The Most Important Tourist Attractions in RomeTravel Bug Guides packed with

only the most important "must-see" tourist attractions. Here's a snippet of some of the attractions

waiting for you inside this Rome tourist guide:-The Colosseum, RomeÃ‚Â´s most famous

landmark...-Roman Forum, as the Cradle of Democracy for the Roman Empire...-Pantheon,

completed in 125 A.D, this is a true masterpiece... -St Peter's Basilica , one of the largest churches

in the world...-Trevi Fountain, one of the most beautiful Roman fountains...-Sistine Chapel, , where

youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll find MichellangeloÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s masterpiece Ã¢â‚¬Å“The Last JudgmentÃ¢â‚¬Â•...-Via

Dei Condotti, RomeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most fashionable high street... -Piazza Navona, the liveliest square

in Rome...Travel Bug Guides Ã¢â‚¬â€œ eBook Features-Easy Navigation: Jump from one attraction

to another without needing to scroll page after page after page. -Bookmark Your Progress: When



you're ready for a break, simply bookmark your progress so you can easily continue later!-Add

Notes: Don't want to forget something important? Just add a note to the guide and it'll be saved for

you!About Travel Bug Guides: Started by a group of passionate travelers, Travel Bug Guides have

quickly become the essential "no-fluff" guide for people looking for uncomplicated yet complete

tourist information. Travel Bug Guides are now available for a wide selection of the most important

tourist hubs around the world.
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This is a compact guide thats packed full with a lot of useful information. As explained in the books

description, it covers the 20 main attractions in Rome.I found this book very easy to read, and the

information about each attraction made it more interesting to visit.Even though the maps are small,

they're handy as they'll help you get orientated.The photos are good, and the contract details for

each attraction will also come in handy.All up, this guide is great value for money!

This is my second Travel Bug Guide (I also have the London one), and once again, I found this to



be very handy.I was only in Rome for a short time, so I didn't want a comprehensive guide showing

me hundreds of sights in vast detail - I wanted a compact, easy guide so I didn't have to spend

much time.This is exactly what I was looking for. Straight to the point, it gives easy and all the

essential information for each sight, and great value for money. I chose about a dozen of them and

had a great time. Each location has images and a Google map of where to find it.I read a couple

negative reviews, and they say it's not comprehensive. Of course not! If I wanted that, I would have

chosen a thick guide book like Fodor's.If you only have a day or two in Rome, I highly recommend it.

It covers all the best sights and you can plan a satisfying day in ten minutes.

I found this book to be well written -which was a special surprise. We're planning a trip to Italy and I

can see Ms. Booth has expertly assembled our entire Rome itinerary for us.The pictures are

wonderful and there is a map for each of the 20 attractions showing its location in the city. The book

provides an interesting and comprehensive description of Rome and each of the 20 attractions.I am

anxious to see more 'Travel Bug' guide books.

This relatively short travel guide gives good-sized pictures and descriptions of many of the must-see

locations in Rome. Helps one get oriented to highlights before one gets there.

A very thin guide. Not much to it. Fine if you just want a quick overview of the major sites.

Great book! Easy to read and it gives all locations and hours and days of business. I would

reccomend this to anyone who has never been to Rome like myself because it will help.you decide

which attractions are priority to your own individual tastes.

Some valuable information. Not very detailed.

Some background information but not especially helpful.
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